U(I) Math Club and Pi Mu Epsilon
Present the 21st Annual

PI DAY CELEBRATION
and
INTEGRATION BEE

Thursday, March 9th, 2023
3:14 p.m.
ISUB, Summit Room (4th Floor)

• Show off your calculus skills!
• Help extend our *digits of pi paper chain*
  (over 2000 links and counting!)

And most importantly,
COME AND EAT SOME PI(E)!

* “Pi day” is March 14 (3/14) – we celebrate early due to Spring Break
* An integration bee is like a spelling bee, but you solve integrals instead of spelling words

Chocolate Cream Pie  *  Coconut Cream Pie  *  Mixed Berry Pie  *  Apple Pie  *  Strawberry Pie  *  Peach Pie  *  Boston Cream Pie  *  Blueberry Pie  *  Cherry Pie  *  Banana Cream Pie  *  Coffee  *  Tea